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What Your Home Inspector Will Look For 
 
The Structure: An inspector will inspect entryways, foundations, siding and 
porches looking for such symptoms of trouble as sagging roof lines, gaps in or 
damage to the siding, brick or stone veneer. They will also look for porches pulling 
away from the building, obvious signs of rot or insect damage (although this is not a 
substitute for a pest inspection), settlement, & certain types of cracks in the 
foundation.  
 

The Exterior: An exterior inspection will include a visual assessment of decks, 
balconies, eaves, soffits and fascias. An inspector will look at the grading of the land 
around the house for obvious drainage problems, and check walkways and 
driveways for apparent deterioration or safety concerns. Electric garage door 
openers should be checked to confirm they are in compliance with current safety 
standards. 
 

The exterior inspection is not expected to include outbuildings or fences, or any 
evaluation of geologic conditions. 
 

Roofing Inspection: Some inspectors will get up on any roof, some will tackle low 
slopes, and others rely on binoculars to check portions of the roof visible from the 
ground or will inspect lower parts of roofs from upper floor windows. The age of a 
roof might be as good an indicator of its condition as an actual visual check and a 
good inspector can usually estimate the real life of a 20 or 25-year roof in a given 
climate or on a particular type of construction. Where safely possible, an inspector 
should also report on roof drainage systems, flashings, skylights, chimneys, and roof 
penetrations (for vents and flues). 
 

Plumbing Inspection: An inspection should consist of testing the interior water 
supply distribution and wastewater drainage systems including water pressure, water 
heating equipment (estimating age and approximate time to replacement) and the 
appropriateness of vents, flues, and chimneys. Most inspectors will flush toilets to 
check for leaks and run all faucets to assess water pressure and the immediacy and 
volume of available hot water. 
 
 

Continued on page 2… 
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 Upcoming)Events)In)August)That)
Might)Interest)You…)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

*)International)left<handers)day)on)
Tuesday,)August)13th,)2013.)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

*)National)Safe)at)Home)Week)from)
August)26th)–)30th.)Check)out)the)article)
on)the)right)for)safety)tips)for)summer)fun.)

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

*)National)Aviation)Day)is)observed)in)the)
United)States)on)August)19)each)year)to)
celebrate)the)history)and)development)of)
the)aviation.)It)coincides)with)the)birthday)
of)Orville)Wright)who,)together)with)his)

brother)Wilbur,)made)significant)
contributions)to)powered)flight.)

)
*Come)check)out)the)Sunday)Artisan)
Market)is)Ann)Arbor’s)own)weekly)Art)

Market!))Located)in)the)Historic)Kerrytown)
District)in)Downtown)Ann)Arbor,)Michigan,)

it)is)an)open<air)venue)where)you)will)
find)handmade)items)of)exceptional)

quality.))The)Market)is)open)Sundays)from)
11)am)to)4)pm,)early)April through)mid<
December.))You)can)shop)right)up)to)the)

last)Sunday)before)Christmas!)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

 

What Your Home Inspector Will Look For Continued… 
 
Electrical System Inspection: The inspector should check for over current protections, 
grounding, and the presence of any aluminum wiring (a serious fire hazard and banned for 
many years in most states). Most inspectors remove the face of the electrical box if it is safe to 
do so. The inspector should also check a representative number of switches and outlets in the 
house and note the adequacy of smoke detectors. 
 

Heating and Air Conditioning System: No matter the time of year the furnace should be 
tested by turning up the thermostat and checking the response. Air conditioning cannot be 
checked if the ambient outdoor temperature is below a certain point. If the energy source is oil 
an inspector will check the condition of the tank and any visible lines running from the tank to 
the furnace. Some inspectors will run an efficiency check on the furnace for an additional 
charge.  
 

Home Interior: An inspection should include a visual scan of floors, walls and ceilings for 
signs of water intrusion, or sagging. Stairways and railings will be checked for safety and code 
compliance and a sample of windows and doors inspected for condition and ease of operation. 
The basement should be checked for indications of previous water intrusion in addition to 
signs of structural problems. 
 

Ventilation: Poor ventilation can lead to rot, mold, poor air quality or excessive energy 
consumption. An inspector should check insulation and vapor barriers in unfinished areas of 
the attic and in the foundation area and look for the presence and operation of any mechanical 
ventilation systems in the attic and other high humidity areas such as kitchens and bath. 
 

Appliances: An inspector will usually run a dishwasher through a full cycle and will check 
stove burners and oven to make sure each is operating properly. If other appliances such as 
washer, dryer, or microwave are to be included in the purchase these will also be checked to 
make sure they are at least in operating condition. 
 

Fireplaces: Fireplaces, particularly in older homes, are a frequent source of problems. 
Inspectors should check for the integrity of the flue, proper draft, any blockages in the chimney 
(even a birds nest can be a major problem), and will visually inspect, as much as possible, the 
exterior of the chimney for damage to bricks, pointing, and flashing. 
 

Safety Tips For Summer Fun 
 

The weather is heating up and Americans are heading outdoors to soak up the sun. Warm weather 
enthusiasts should keep safety on the top of their minds when they're out camping, boating and 
barbecuing. Stay safe all summer with the following tips. 
 

Camping Stoves and Lanterns 
* Fuel-burning camping equipment, such as stoves, lanterns and outdoor cookers, should only be lit 
outdoors and at least 10 feet (3 meters) from tents, combustible materials and vehicles. Never light a 
stove or lantern inside a tent or vehicle. 
* Before use, carefully inspect parts for leaks, blockages or damage. 
* Keep loose, flammable clothing away from open flames. Carefully monitor children and pets 
around stoves and lanterns. 
 

Boats and Cabins 
* Ensure boats and cabins are equipped with proper emergency safety equipment, including first aid 
kits and fire extinguishers, carbon monoxide detectors and fire alarms.  
* When first opening your cabin, carefully inspect all appliances for damage from rodents or 
insects. 
* Wearing a personal flotation device when boating is a good idea. 
 

Outdoor Gas Barbeques 
* Before firing up your barbecue for the first time, carefully inspect burners and burner tubes for 
blockages due to dirt, grease, insects or rust buildup. Clean or replace any blocked parts or have a 
certified technician make repairs. 
* Propane cylinders must be inspected and re-qualified every 12 years in the United States. A date 
stamp on the cylinder indicates when it was last qualified. Don't use a rusty or damaged cylinder. If 
in doubt, have your tank replaced. 
* When purchasing or installing a gas barbecue, make sure that it carries the mark of an approved 
certification organization, such as CSA Group, indicating the barbecue has been tested to applicable 
national standards. 
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How$To$Prepare$Pasta$Properly$
 
Pasta dishes can be so wonderful—incredibly light, unbelievably flavorful—but they can 
also be dense, stuck-together disappointments. You can help your pasta dish be its best—
whether it's a baked lasagna, a pasta salad, or a slap-dash plate of spaghetti and pesto—by 
knowing a few of the how’s and why’s of cooking the pasta itself. 
 

When you drop pasta into a pot of boiling water, the starch granules on the surface of the 
pasta instantly swell up to their maximum volume and then pop. The starch rushes out and, 
for a brief time, the pasta's surface is sticky with this exuded starch. Eventually, most of this 
surface starch dissolves in the water and washes away, and the pasta surface becomes a soft 
solid. 
 

Stir$at$the$start:$Many pasta recipes begin like this: "Bring a large pot of water, 4 to 5 
quarts, to a rapid boil." Do you really need this much water? Well, if you're only boiling a small amount of pasta (less than half a pound), you don't 
need so much, but a generous pot of rapidly boiling water is helpful for several reasons: it comes back to a boil faster when you add the pasta; it 
makes it easier to submerge long, rigid pastas like spaghetti; and it helps to reduce sticking slightly by quickly washing away the exuding starch from 
the pasta surface. 
$

To keep pasta from sticking, stir during the first minute or two of cooking. This is the crucial time when the pasta surface is coated with sticky, 
glue-like starch. If you don't stir, pieces of pasta that are touching one another literally cook together. 
 

Add$salt,$but$not$oil:$You may have heard that you can avoid sticky pasta by adding oil to the pasta water. This can prevent sticking, but at a 
great price. Pasta that's cooked in oily water will become oily itself and, as a result, the sauce slides off, doesn't get absorbed, and you have flavorless 
pasta. Adding oil may keep the pasta water from bubbling up and boiling over the rim, but this can also be achieved by making sure you use a large 
pot and also by reducing the heat a little (but still maintaining a boil). This is a much better solution than greasing your pasta and sacrificing flavor. 
 

Salted water flavors the pasta. A generous amount of salt in the water seasons the pasta internally as it absorbs liquid and swells. The pasta dish 
may even require less salt overall. For a more complex, interesting flavor, I add 1 to 2 tablespoons sea salt to a large pot of rapidly boiling water. By 
the way, the claim that salted water cooks food faster (because of its higher boiling temperature) is exaggerated; you're not adding enough salt to 
raise the temperature more than about 1°F. 
 

Hot$pasta$absorbs$more$sauce:$Behind every great pasta is a great sauce. And it's not just the flavor of the sauce that matters, but when 
and how the sauce and the pasta get combined. 
$

Toss hot pasta with hot sauce quickly—without rinsing it—so the pasta absorbs more sauce and flavor. As it cools, the swollen starch in the 
pasta crystallizes and becomes insoluble, and the pasta won't absorb as much sauce. Just so there's no delay, I always prepare the sauce first in a large 
skillet, even if it's simply olive oil, garlic, and pepper flakes. The second the pasta is done (I like it just a breath beyond al dente); I scoop it out of the 
water with a big Chinese ladle-type strainer or spider. I let the pasta drain over the pot for a few seconds, and then I dump it into the hot sauce, stir 
well, and set a lid on the skillet. I let the pasta sit, covered, to absorb the sauce for a minute or two, and then I remove the lid, stir again, and serve 
instantly. 
 

Starch;enriched$cooking$water$thickens$the$sauce:$Rinsing the pasta after cooking is a bad idea for a couple of reasons. It can cool 
the pasta and prevent absorption of a sauce, and it can wash away any remaining surface starch, which at this point in the cooking can work to your 
advantage. The small amount of starch left on the pasta by the cooking water can thicken your sauce slightly. 
$

For pasta sauces that include egg, like carbonara, it's a good idea to reserve a bit of the pasta cooking water to stir into the sauce. In this case, the 
starch-enriched water not only thickens the sauce a bit, but it also helps prevent the egg from curdling when it meets the hot pasta. 

 
 

 

 

Directions:!
 

Prepare the sauce while the pasta is cooking to ensure that the spaghetti will be hot and ready when 
the sauce is finished; it is very important that the pasta is hot when adding the egg mixture, so that the 
heat of the pasta cooks the raw eggs in the sauce. 
 

Bring a large pot of salted water to a boil, add the pasta and cook for 8 to 10 minutes or until tender 
yet firm (as they say in Italian "al dente.") Drain the pasta well, reserving 1/2 cup of the starchy 
cooking water to use in the sauce if you wish. 
 

Meanwhile, heat the olive oil in a deep skillet over medium flame. Add the pancetta and sauté for 
about 3 minutes, until the bacon is crisp and the fat is rendered. Toss the garlic into the fat and sauté 
for less than 1 minute to soften. 
 

Add the hot, drained spaghetti to the pan and toss for 2 minutes to coat the strands in the bacon fat. 
Beat the eggs and Parmesan together in a mixing bowl, stirring well to prevent lumps. Remove the 
pan from the heat and pour the egg/cheese mixture into the pasta, whisking quickly until the eggs 
thicken, but do not scramble (this is done off the heat to ensure this does not happen.) Thin out the 
sauce with a bit of the reserved pasta water, until it reaches desired consistency. Season the carbonara 
with several turns of freshly ground black pepper and taste for salt. Mound the spaghetti carbonara 
into warm serving bowls and garnish with chopped parsley. Pass more cheese around the table. 
 
 
 
 

 

Ingredients:! 
1 pound dry spaghetti 
2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil 
4 ounces pancetta or slab bacon, cubed or 
sliced into small strips 
4 garlic cloves, finely chopped 
2 large eggs 
1 cup freshly grated Parmigiano-Reggiano, 
plus more for serving 
Freshly ground black pepper 
1 handful fresh flat-leaf parsley, chopped 
 

Spaghetti alla Carbonara Recipe 
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Uplifting Quote of 
The Month 

 

"Always bear in mind that 

your own resolution to success 

is more important than any 

other." 
 

~Abraham Lincoln 
 

 

  
By Dale Carnegie 

 
Part 4: Be a Leader: How to 
Change People Without Giving 
Offense or Arousing Resentment. 
 
Chapter 5: How To Spur People On 
To Success. 
 
When criticism is minimize and 
praise emphasized, the good things 
people do will be reinforced and the 
poorer things will atrophy for lack 
of attention. Abilities wither under 
criticism; they blossom under 
encouragement. 
 
Single out a specific 
accomplishment rather than just 
make general flattering remarks. 
When praise is specific, it comes 
across as sincere – not something 
the other person may be saying 
just to make one feel good. We all 
crave appreciation and recognition, 
but nobody wants insincerity. 
Nobody wants flattery. 
 
“Praise is like sunlight to the 
warm human spirit; we cannot 
flower and grow without it...”  

 

~ Psychologist Jess Lair 
 
Principle 6: Praise the slightest 
improvement and praise every 
improvement. Be “hearty in your 
approbation and lavish in your 
praise.”  
 
Stay Tuned… 

Joke of The Month 
Old ranch owner John farmed a small ranch in Montana.  The Montana Wage and 
Hour Department claimed he was not paying proper wages to his workers and sent 
an agent out to interview him. 
 

'I need a list of your employees and how much you pay them,' demanded the agent. 
 

'Well,' replied old John, 'There's my ranch hand who's been with me for 3 years. I 
pay him $600 a week plus free room and board. The cook has been here for 18 
months, and I pay her $500 a week plus free room and board. Then there's the 
half-wit who works about 18 hours every day and does about 90% of all the work 
around here. He makes about $10 per week, pays his own room and board and I 
buy him a bottle of bourbon every Saturday night.' 
 

'That's the guy I want to talk to, the half-wit,' says the agent. 
 

'That would be me,' replied old rancher John. 
 

!
 

Please Don’t Hesitate to Contact Us At: 
     P: (734) 340-3688  
     F: (734) 527-6061 
E-Mail: mike@mikefornershomeservices.com 
 

Did You Know... 
 

That meat tenderizers can be used to treat insect bites? Commercial meat tenderizers 
contain papain, an enzyme from papaya. Moisten a teaspoon of tenderizer with a little 
water and rub it immediately into the skin. Papain’s protein-digestive properties will 
help to decompose the insect venom.  

  

 

Wise Home Owner Tip: 

!
! 4 Tips For The Summer  

Gutters. Jammed gutters can send water in all the wrong directions and places. 
Water may damage landscaping and even contribute to cracking your home’s 
foundation eventually. Have the gutters flushed out and any necessary repairs done. 

Windows/Doors. Have any gaps around windows and doorframes caulked. Remove 
storm windows and put up screens. Make sure all windows open easily when 
unlocked. Check locks on all exterior doors and windows. If you have any issues with 
the windows and doors have them repaired. 

Grade. Assess your grade and have adjustments made if needed – especially if you 
had water issues last winter or spring. The grade should slope away from the house 
at least 6 inches for every 10 feet. If possible, use soil with some clay content to divert 
the water or install plastic sheeting that slopes away from the house. 

Ducts. Although this is technically an inside project, it’s important to do now. If you 
suspect that dampness may have entered the ducts, summer is a great time to get 
them cleaned and checked for mold. Warm-weather moisture and dampness from 
your air conditioner can foster the growth of mold, which may be bad news for your 
family’s health.  

!


